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 Har ga bhi saka hon ki nahi hai jiska apni mere satyan nahi padta hai, tere alag se nahi sajan nahi padta hai. This recipe is all
about making a simple and yummy Asian style pancake. The most important ingredient is the rice flour, which is essential in
Asian food. This rice flour is available in the local grocery stores and may also be called as glutinous rice flour or sticky rice
flour. Here I have used it with a little bit of sago starch to make a soft and spongy texture of the pancake, which is easy to cut
and serves as a very nice bread base. Another important ingredient is the soy sauce, which is rich in protein and salt. You will

need only a few ingredients to make this pancake, but they are a MUST to make the pancake light and delicious. Some recipes
that use rice flour use eggs, but I am sure that this recipe will be fine without eggs. If you want to use eggs then use 1 egg. This
recipe is different from the Indian sticky rice pancake in that you cannot really see the grain of the rice flour because it has a

very soft and spongy texture. You can use a small blender for making this pancake if you are having difficulties in using a food
processor. While I am making this recipe, I am using my old 60 years old blender, which works quite well. I am sure the same
goes for you too. 1. Mix the rice flour with water into a paste. Mix it well using your hands. 2. Add all the other ingredients to
the rice flour paste and mix well. 3. Pour the batter onto a non stick platter, preferably a flat one. You can also use a silicon or
parchment paper. 4. Spread the batter evenly. Let it rest for 15 minutes. 5. Heat a non stick pan over medium-high heat and

pour 1/4 tbsp of cooking oil. 6. Using a flat wooden spoon, gently flip the pancake one time, turning it over until both sides have
turned lightly golden and feel spongy and cooked through. 7. Flip it again and place it on a plate, and cover it with a clean

kitchen towel for 5-10 minutes. Repeat steps 4-7 until all the batter has been used. Har ga bhi saka hon ki nahi hai jiska apni
mere satyan nahi padta hai, tere al 520fdb1ae7
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